INSTALLATION OF HOLLOW METAL
DOORS AND FRAMES

A. GENERAL
Welded door frames are checked at the KMI factory to insure that they are square and that no jamb twists have occurred during
fabrication. Temporary spreader bars are then attached to the jamb base to minimize misalignment or other damage during
shipment. The frames are loaded on the truck/container by personnel experienced in frame packing. It should be noted that
the steel spreader bar is for shipping purposes only and should be removed before installing the frame. Removal of the
spreader bar and primer surface touchup are performed by the contractor responsible for installation.
In spite of precautions, frames can and sometimes do, arrive at the job site with minor alignment deviations. Minor deviations
from true form and alignment can be corrected by the contractor responsible for installation.
When knockdown frames are used, the KMI recommended assembly procedures must be followed before installation of the
frame can begin. A knockdown frame is easier to pack for shipment and requires less shipping space than a pre-assembled
frame. Such frames, however, place much greater responsibility on the installer, who must assemble them and make sure that,
in spite of job conditions, they are square and in true alignment. Frames of this type normally use bendable tabs, screw or bolt
fasteners in their assembly, and these may be lost in shipment or at the job site.

B. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
Note: These instructions are to be used as a guide for installation. All details contained in the shop drawings and specification
must be followed exactly as shown.
B.1 MASONRY WALLS

1. Bracing the Frame:
Brace the frame as shown in Figure A, Do not brace in the direction of intended wall.
2. Plumbing the Frame:
The contractor should have a carpenter level, square and spreader, Figure B. Set the frame in the desired location and level
the header.

FIGURE B
PLUMBING
THE

FIGURE A
FRAME BRACING
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B.1 MASONRY WALLS

3. Spreader:
The typical wood spreader, Figure C, must be square and fabricated from
lumber no less than 1 in. (25.4 mm) thick. Correct length is the door
opening width between the jambs at the header. Cut clearance notches for
frame stops, Spreader must be nearly as wide as frame depth for proper
installation. Do not remove spreaders until the frames are set permanently
in the wall.
A second wood spreader at the mid or strike point on the frame, Figure D,
must be used in addition to the one at the base of the frame to maintain a
proper door opening and to prevent bowing of the jambs. The temporary
spreaders often welded to the base of the jambs of frames with welded
corners, are not intended to be used during the installation of the frame
into the wall. These temporary spreaders are used to prevent shipping
damage only.

FIGURE C
WOOD SPREADER

4.Tee Anchoring:
Figure E. As wall is laid up, locate the anchors at the hinges in the hinge
jamb and at a corresponding position in the strike. Grout frame fully as the
wall laid up around the frame. Continually check plumb and, square and
twist in the jamb as wall progresses.

FIGURE D
SPREADER
LOCATION

FIGURE E
TYPICAL MASONRY
INSTALLATION
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B.2 CHANNEL TYPE - STEEL STUD WALLS

1. Bracing, Plumbing and using the spreader:
The methods noted under Masonry Walls also apply to this wall
condition. See Figure F and Figure I; also see Figure B, C & D.

2. Anchoring:
Figure G. Steel Stud Anchors, welded to the back of the jamb.

FIGURE F
SPREADER LOCATION

FIGURE G
ZEE ANCHOR
FIGURE H
FLOOR ANCHOR
Attach jambs to floor through the floor anchor Figure H.

2. Center the studs in the frame throat. Attach the
steel studs to floor
and ceiling runners. Attach
steel studs to anchors with self tapping
screws or by welding, Figure I. Center the studs in the frame throat. Attach
the steel studs to floor and ceiling runners. Attach steel studs to anchors
with self tapping screws or by welding, Figure I.
Continually check the plumb and square of the frame and check jambs
for twist as the wall progresses.

3.Wall Construction: It is very important that the steel stud
manufacturer's recommendation on thickness and general construction
technique be followed to ensure a solid and stable opening.
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C. COMPLETED DRY WALL

1. Wall Construction: It is very important that the stud manufacturer's recommendation on thickness and general construction
technique be followed to ensure that a solid and stable opening is achieved. For example, double studding at the opening is
necessary; the header stud must be the same width as the jamb stud. It is particularly important that the overlapping of vertical
and horizontal steel studs be avoided since this produces oversize walls.
This, in turn, could create significant installation problems when drywall frames are used.
2. Rough Stud Openings: It is important that KMI frame be identified and our recommendation
on the opening size be followed. A variety of anchoring techniques precludes the establishment
of a definite rough opening standard.
3. Installation Sequence: Typical installation cycle is as follows: Figure J.
a) Slide the header in place over the wall approximately in the center of opening. Figure J

b) Install one jamb by sliding it over the wall at the top.
Push the bottom of the member until it is approximately
vertical.

c) Install the other jamb in a similar manner. The frame should be installed
with all excessive rough opening clearances thrown to the hinge side. The
weight of the door will tend to cause movement, within the opening,
toward the strike jamb.
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d) Join the horizontal header to the jambs. Figure K. This is normally done by inserting tabs into the
slots, tightening the screws or a combination of both.

e) Plumb and square the opening and check the jambs for twist. A carpenter's
square and level are normally employed for this purpose , although some installers
prefer to hang the door at this point, permitting the door to perform this function

FRAME HEAD

TAB WELDED
TO JAMB

FIGURE K
TYPICAL KNOCKDOWN
FRAME CORNER CONNECTION

STRIKE/HINGE
JAMB

D. EXISTING MASONRY WALL OPENINGS

1. Anchoring: Install minimum four anchors per jamb. Locate the anchors at the hinges and as close to the bottom as feasible,
in the hinge jamb and in a corresponding position in the SHIM strike jamb.
2. Wall Preparation: Place the frame in the completed wall opening. Figure L. Check for square ness. Mark the wall through the
holes in the jamb provided at the anchor points. Drill appropriate holes at the marks. Install the sleeve anchors.
3. Install Frame: Insert bolts (3/8 in. flat-head sleeve anchors must be used on fire rated frames) through the frame soffit into the
expansion shields. Figure M. Shim behind anchors above bolts to ensure a plumb frame. The methods of plumbing the frame,
and the use of the spreader noted under Masonry Wall, also apply to this wall condition. Tighten the screws. Continually check
plumb, square, and twist in the jamb as tightening progresses.
Caulk or grout clearance between frame and wall.
FIGURE M
EXPANSION BOLT
INSTALLATION

THERMAL BREAK
FRAME
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E. GROUTING OF FRAMES

Plaster guards and junction boxes are intended to protect hardware preparations and tapped mounting holes from masonry
grout of 4 in. (100 mm) max. slump consistency which is hand toweled in place. If a lighter consistency grout (greater then 4 in.
(127 mm) slump when tested in accordance with ASTM C143) is to be used, special precautions must be taken in the field by
the installation contractor to protect the hardware preparations. Any grout or other bonding material shall be promptly

F. RUBBER SILENCERS

To insure that rubber silencers are clean and undamaged when installation is complete, as they are usually installed after the
field painting is done, either by adhesion or by insertion into holes provided in the frame.
When frames are built into masonry construction, the rubber silencer must be installed prior to grouting. This avoids grout
filling the silencer hole.
1.Rubber Silencer Installation: Use the installation tool with the point cut off. Insert nail into the hole in the silencer to elongate
it. Moisten the end of the silencer and insert it into pre-punched hole in the frame stop, then remove tool.

G. CARE AFTER INSTALLATION

Doors installed prior to completion of construction may be subjected to damage from other trades because of improper protection or carelessness on the part of construction workers.
Primed or painted surfaces which have been scratched or otherwise marred during installation (including field welding) and/or
cleaning, shall promptly be finished smooth, cleaned, treated for maximum paint adhesion and touched up with a rust inhibited primer.
Acid washing of the masonry construction adjacent to door and frame installations will damage the primer coat on the steel
surfaces. If not cleaned immediately, rusting of the surfaces will occur. For this reason steel doors & frames must be protected.
If exposed to an acid wash, all primed or painted steel surfaces must be thoroughly cleaned with particular attention being
given to hidden areas such as those areas under glazing stops.
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